Sterling D. Allan Admits
He is a Re-Offending Pedophile
and He Has Victims

This page is set out, for you to decide if our children are worth to be protected from Sterling D Allan and international websites, which he runs to reach more youngsters for him and his pedophile visitors according to his confessions to abuse.

The points to remember as you read the article are stated below first and then you decide if you see a need that officials needed to be informed.

Just copy the link of the page, send a copy to these agencies, and request from them for immediate remedying the situation, which has been going on with this serial pedophile for years.

Interpol should know, FBI should know and the Godaddy.com as the host of the webs of Sterling Alan, and also Google, which pays him an advertising fee for the visitors of his website for abusing our children should know that if they want to have such a site on their servers.

Sterling D Allan in his own interviews shown in the last nine months he has tried to cover his crime, which was exposed because of his last, what he calls it "acting out session". Do not forget his others "acting out" lead to his divorce a few month earlier, and by his own other writings on the internet he confirms again and again in hidden way, that he is pedophile reoffender.
**Points to remember and need to be acted upon**

1. In his videos He confirms again and again, that he is pedophile for over 15 years and this is by him the problem of the society letting watch porn movies, but he does not talk about the age of the participant in these porn movies.

2. He confirms in videos and in writing that his last victim was in December 2014. (No one knows the other victims over years, as he was never convicted. This confession came about as the victim’s guardians where going to take action against him.

   The reason for retraction is not known, but considered to be by intimidation in the form that as has stated below in his interviews, that he is a well-known internet presenter, and the disclosure of the name of the victim can damage the future of the child. No parents will allow a pedophile to do this to their child if they were not under pressure.

3. Mr. Sterling in a bezoar interview of December 29th recorded by himself confirms that, what he calls his victim gave him the consent to abuse her. No underage person has the right of consent to allow an adult to abuse her. This is the pattern of a multiple rapist to convince himself that he did nothing wrong.

4. Does the society accept a pedophile to run an internet organization as Pesn, Peswiki and others, while its owner admits in his own videos, that up to 50% of his visitors are porn addicts, many of them being also pedophiles, and at the same time forgets to say, that according to the statistics of the international visitors of his websites 5000 of his monthly visitors are young people under 18 years old.

5. In his writing, he admits he has victim, so he knows he is a criminal, and he possibly fears of incarceration.

6. In his writing, he admits, he has never abused children outside UNITED STATES of America. (So he only likes to abuse American underage girls).

   The question is that in which other countries his 50% visitors are porn addicts, out of which many abuse children.

**Please take action**

Please take action and contact the following emails below, if you care about the life of our children across the world from this net of pedophiles, which the owner of website and manager and writers of it Mr. Sterling D. Allan is operating under cover to disturb more lives of young children.

These websites have to be taken down, and Mr. Sterling D. Allan has to be brought by child protection authorities to a sane judgement, and not to an insane repetitive criminal pedophile’s false self-repenting after each crime.
**Links to contact**

We are wondering if the First lady of the nation would like to leave her two daughters in the care of the Mr. Sterling D Allan.

**White House**

[https://www.whitehouse.gov/contact/submit-questions-and-comments](https://www.whitehouse.gov/contact/submit-questions-and-comments)

The new internet police for chidden protection set up by the decree of the King of Belgium

**European Centre for Information Policy and Security (ECIPS)**

[http://ecips.eu/](http://ecips.eu/)

[http://ecips.eu/president@ecips.eu](http://ecips.eu/president@ecips.eu)

To handle the international implication of the users of these sites

**INTERPOL**


[http://www.interpol.int/Contact-INTERPOL](http://www.interpol.int/Contact-INTERPOL)

For United States federal agencies to take action against these criminal activities

**FBI**


[https://www.fbi.gov/contact-us](https://www.fbi.gov/contact-us)

To inform the legal department of the hosting internet company of all these sites used to bring pedophiles to abuse children.

**GODADDY WEB HOST**

[legal@godaddy.com](mailto:legal@godaddy.com)

To report content that you would like removed from Google's services under applicable laws.

**The legal department of Google**


Now read the background to this man.
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What happened recently between Mehran Tavakoli Keshe and Sterling David Allan?

Why Livestream took down in its entirety the channel where Keshe Foundation has been presenting free teaching workshops about the new plasma science and technology for Knowledge Seekers?

Is Mehran Tavakoli Keshe a slanderer, and Sterling David Allan a victim, who accidentally "slipped up"?

Or is Sterling David Allan a pedophile, of whom we have to fear and protect our children, and Mehran Tavakoli Keshe's storm of indignation is a rightful emotional reaction?

We all can agree with Keshe's words: "We love our children, we protect them, and we make sure they are safe. We do not abandon our children. They are the future."

Apparently, it started in the second half of March 2015, when M. T. Keshe refused an invitation for interview by Sterling D. Allan, the founder and owner of Pure Energy Systems News, PESN.com and PESWIKI.com websites. M. T. Keshe has terminated abruptly the phone call with Sterling D. Allan, as he has a natural abhorrence of pedophiles and drug dealers, those who are destroying lives of innocent children.

PES Network readers were informed by Sterling D. Allan by the following resenting and criticizing article about Keshe of July 17th, four months after the incident with the phone call.

Is repentance not in Keshe's world view?

In the July 16 2015 Knowledge-Seekers's Workshop, M.T. Keshe made it known that he is shunning me because of what I have publicly confessed about a weakness I have, notwithstanding my efforts toward 100% healing.

Several months ago, I had an interview scheduled with Mr. Keshe. At the opening of the recorded interview, he asked about my confession, and I was straight up with him. He then said he would not do the interview, and essentially hung up on me.

In the same article Sterling D. Allan disclosed a letter from one of his friends, as follows:

Hello Mr. [Allan]. Have you received an answer from Mr. Keshe yet? No? Well, you will never receive it. Why? Because in today's Workshop (70th Knowledge Seekers Workshop July 16 2015), Keshe said during the first minutes that he will never open, read or answer any email or letter from you BECAUSE YOU ARE A CONFESSED [redacted]. So, he will remain clean and correct and never enter in touch with you again. I think he misunderstood something, don't you think? If I were you, I would respond to him in the same way, deleting everything related with Keshe from the PESN website. After all, you gave to him good publicity during all these years, when he was trying to get some decent credibility. Well, it is just an idea. Have a nice day.
In an email on August 15th M.T. Keshe describes how he remembers about this story as follows:

Re: Story: Is repentance not in Keshe's world view?

"...Sterling, which after me going public with his private confession, that he is a pedophile, then he made public repentance.

The reason this man abhors me is that in the telephone conversation first tells me he is a pedophile, and then he had to come off the board of PESWIKI that any legal action cannot damage his investment and then he tells to me in trying to secure an interview in March 22nd, in that conversation he says that "I have not sinned or raped a child in the past 60 days."

And I just told him "who was your last victim you Bassssss...", and put the phone down on him "you make me sick".

And he told me that he has been a sinner for over 15 years and now he is trying to stop."

We do not know the exact words of that conversation of March, and we do not know whether there was any misunderstanding regarding the meaning of those 60 days mentioned by Sterling D. Allan.

We know from the public disclosures of personal matters of Sterling D. Allan, that he uses an euphemistic vocabulary. When he did something wrong, for which he fears incarceration, he calls that he has "slipped up", or he has "acted out" due to his lust addiction. The meaning of "repentance" is also not too clear, as all the lamentations and confessions of Sterling D. Allan are about how much he and other pedophiles have to suffer, and how they became victims of "selling by sex", and how much love and help they deserve, and there is no single word about how the child victims have been feeling after such a "slip up" or "acting out".

Has M. T. Keshe misunderstood about the uniqueness or habitual repeatedness of Sterling D. Allan's "acting out" due to his "lust addiction" or self-confessed pedophilia?

Probably Sterling D. Allan will not be willingly elucidate that, as he has put on his public confessions the following notice:

LEGAL:

The information presented here should be considered HYPOTHETICAL, to give you an idea of some of the problems and opportunities we face as a society. Any relation to actual situations is coincidental.

How hypothetical is the presented information, we let it to the evaluation of the public.

In a Skype chat with Mehran Tavakoli Keshe, Sterling D. Allan mentions his last physical "acting out" event was in December.

[28/08/15 16:26:53] Mehran tavakoli: IN your email you have written I have been good for the past 60 days . It your writing

[28/08/15 16:27:55] Sterling D. Allan: That means without slipping at all. I would include lusting after an image on the web as "slipping".
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[28/08/15 16:28:34] Mehran tavakoli: Who. Was the victims of you addiction 60 days before. And if you have been in rehab for thirteen years and has not worked then when is going to be the next victims.

[28/08/15 16:29:44] Sterling D. Allan: In reference to that, I am not going to disclose to you, the details of my acting out situation. That is private, and has been dealt with.

[28/08/15 16:31:02] Sterling D. Allan: the party involved was disclosed to

[28/08/15 16:31:12] Mehran tavakoli: Listen you are to stupid or you think I am too knave. No one incarcerate. vno one for image on the net

[28/08/15 16:32:28] Sterling D. Allan: The problem is in the communication. I was thinking you were referring to a recent email that I sent yout about a month ago; when you were referring to the one last march.

[28/08/15 16:36:13] Sterling D. Allan: My acting out incident was in December. 9 months ago.

In the same Skype dialogue Sterling D. Allan admits about he has a victim of young age.

[28/08/15 18:07:49] Mehran tavakoli: So how old was the victim

[28/08/15 18:11:07] Mehran tavakoli: 7 years 10 years 5 years

[28/08/15 18:13:47] Mehran tavakoli: This message has been removed.

[28/08/15 18:32:55] Sterling D. Allan: I am not going to disclose what my acting out incident entailed, per my attorney's advice. And even without his advice, you would be one of the last people I would trust that information with, given your views on the matter. Dogmatic and unfair.

[28/08/15 18:33:49] Sterling D. Allan: closer to teen -- in the realm


[28/08/15 18:45:42] Mehran tavakoli: Lost battery back again

[28/08/15 18:47:23] Sterling D. Allan: I can't give out details for reasons that should be obvious, including protecting the victim, whose guardians are fully informed.

[28/08/15 18:49:17] Mehran tavakoli: So no we know is an infant as it had gradians and not parents. So We are one step further. Now let go and see did you give the love of. Father to him to get his attention.
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[28/08/15 18:52:18] Sterling D. Allan: I just said it was in vicinity of teen, and you come back "so we know is an infant" You are a liar. I used the word "guardian" as the most generic term, per my attorney's advice.

[28/08/15 18:53:00] Mehran tavakoli: I correct less than teenager

[28/08/15 18:53:21] Sterling D. Allan: do you know the difference between an infant and that?

This discussion is not hypothetical, it's rather about something not to be disclosed.

[28/08/15 19:26:56] Mehran tavakoli: So thirteen years you have tried but you failed six month a go


[28/08/15 19:29:11] Sterling D. Allan: how many addicts do you know who have stayed completely clean since they commenced recovery? It's rare to not have any slip-ups. In my sex anon. meetings, most people rarely go a day without porn. I've not glanced at it since Dec.

[28/08/15 19:30:08] Sterling D. Allan: actually, longer than that, closer to a year.

[28/08/15 19:30:41] Mehran tavakoli: So how many victims would say in thirteen years 10, 20?

[28/08/15 19:31:09] Sterling D. Allan: that's not something I'm going to discloser, especially to you. You would exaggerate anything I say 10x

To understand for how long these "slip-ups" happened, we have to look back in time.

What was in December?

Sterling D. Allan confessed about that for first time in a John B. Wells show, Caravan to Mindnight, Edition 197 of December 23rd, 2014, which file has been censored, and all referenced to Sterling D. Allan have been removed since.

Yet Sterling D. Allan mentions about that confession in his video of December 29, 2014, "Judgment -- Sterling Sunday School -- Graduate Studies for the Remnant".

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WxIT8-gahYc&t=1h46m32s

1:46:32

... Caravan to Midnight was the show where I was on, where I first talked about this publicly

Some fair use quotes from that video:

40:17

... and I talked about this too on J. B. Wells show.
40:21

I said, *that I recently had a situation where I acted out, and there is a young girl involved.*

40:28

*And I cannot say how old were, because we have to protect her privacy, uhm... And I'd just say, you know, it was consensual, that there wasn't, you know, if we take the spectrum of the worst to the just barely gapping, just barely crossing the line so you become a pedophile, you know, is on this end of spectrum, it wasn't on this end of the spectrum, it was no penetration, you know...* it was on this end of the spectrum, and I cannot describe, what happened, but it was inappropriate.

41:05

And... uhm... I... I admit that. And I am very sorry for that. I feel very bad about that.

... in this very significant scripture, is a detailed description of what I just went through.

1:25:06

It mentions "greater", it gives a number of the... *the name of the girl involved, and it specifically mentions as phrase about a little child. I am not gonna tell you, how old she was. She wasn't that much of a child, but she is still in that classification.*

Obviously, Sterling D. Allan's *"acting out"* is not about watching porn.

So when was an earlier "slip-up", or "acting out"?

Why a woman with four children would decide to separate from her husband? See earlier in July.


---

**Sterling hits the dating scene**

*After 15 years of marriage, often in tumult, my wife asked me for a divorce a month ago. Bear with me as I explain why, and probe our audience for any possible match referrals, listing what I'm looking for, and what I offer. (On July 10, I removed this link and added a preface statement in the story. I restored the link from the archives January 3, 2015.)*
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(...)

**Why Did My Wife Ask for A Divorce?**

*So, why did she ask me for a divorce?*

(...)

I wanted to put that money toward survival, but she won in her insistence that we use it for some family time.

A little more than a week prior to that, I had traveled to Vegas to meet with an entrepreneur from India, and was subjected to several hours of a parade very immodestly-dressed females in the Venecian. I didn't do too bad, and sought to keep my focus on my work, rather than the provocative images that surrounded me. But neither did I do as good as I might have, had I been in a better space with my wife. It would be like taking a frustrated alcoholic into a bar for several hours, and expecting him not to take a sip.

I bring that up because I found that the dress at the amusement park was just as immodest as at the Venetian. One out of every 20 females was dressed like a slut. Four days of being around that was not easy, followed by a morning at the beach, and I did give in to my desire to lust. Though I was being pretty tricky about appearing nonchalant about it, she picked up on it; and as I later confessed to the extent of acting out, she said our marriage was over because I had crossed a line in acting out that she had warned me not to cross.

Why a woman with four children would decide to separate from her husband? What was that "line" which Sterling D. Allan has crossed? I let that question to the evaluation of the public and the investigators.
In his Sunday School video of December 29, Allan rationalizes about the lack of society after his excommunication (which happened in January 1993), and the need for filling the voids "turned him to porn as a counterfeit".

Researcher John-Charles Duffy wrote an article, in which he states:

"Allan has said that, like Mitchell, he once considered running off with a 14-year-old girl."

---

STERLING ALLAN, a lifelong Latter-day Saint, was only twenty-six years old when he founded the popular but ill-fated American Study Group. Inspired by President Benson's call to study the Book of Mormon, Allan had earlier produced a book-length manuscript that used Book of Mormon history as a pattern for predicting events of the last days. The year after Church intervention led to the col-

OCTOBER 2003
Thus Sterling D. Allan's attraction for under aged girls is probably not a new habit.

Was that the line not to be crossed, for the reason of which his wife divorced?

His divorce of September 15, 2015 was announced by Sterling D. Allan on his another website, greaterthings.com

Crazy-Talk / Divorce and Recovery

On September 15, Cheri and I signed our divorce agreement, one day following the first of two Sterling Sunday School episodes I did regarding our divorce. I show how our divorce lines up in the Alphabetics code; and I invite everyone to step into their "one mighty and strong" mission.

A mother of four children has to have a good reason for divorce.

Soon after the divorce:

http://www.greaterthings.com/News/2014/10/23/2392525_LDS-Church_bans_Sterling-Allan_from_all_LDS-Properties_for_participating-in_Sunday-School/

LDS Church bans Sterling Allan from all LDS Properties for peacefully participating in Sunday School

Shortcut url: http://tinyurl.com/SterlingBanned
See also: Press Release (abbreviated version of the following)

The Church law firm alleges: "You have created disturbances on Church property, violated Church policies and caused members and leaders to fear for their safety." While local leaders vouch for Sterling's non-violent nature and good behavior on Church property, they nevertheless are willing to rubber stamp this libelous statement alleged to them because it comes from the "infallible" brethren.

(...) 

Commencing October 23, 2014

Sterling accuses LDS for libel.

There was no "recent incident" as alleged in the Kirton McConkie letter. That is total fabrication (aka libel) with absolutely no basis in reality of things that have happened on LDS property.

KIRTON | McCONKIE

October 16, 2014

VIA CERTIFIED MAIL

Sterling David Allan
650 W. Big Springs Road
Fountain Green, UT 84632
Dear Mr. Allan:

We represent The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, and are writing to inform you of restrictions placed upon you because of your recent actions. You have created disturbances on Church property, violated Church policies and caused members and leaders to fear for their safety. As a result, you are no longer welcome to come onto any property owned or controlled by the Church, wherever located.

We regret the necessity for this action and urge your immediate compliance. If you come onto any Church property in violation of these restrictions you will be treated as a trespasser and will be subject to arrest and prosecution.

These restrictions may be lifted if you demonstrate that you no longer pose a threat to others. You must comply with these restrictions for sufficient time, receive professional counseling, and consistently take any medications prescribed by your health care provider. If a change in those restrictions is approved, you will receive a letter from an attorney's office informing you of any changes.

Respectfully,

KIRTON McCONKIE

Sterling D. Allan does not understand why.

What!!!!???

I had no idea what they were talking about.

What "recent actions"? What "disturbances"? When have I ever caused people to fear for their safety? I'm a very non-violent person.

In his response Sterling D. Allan threatens LDS church as follows:

Please inform me of your corrective actions to undo any such notifications that you have sent out, with proper expediency.

I will not put up with such libel.

I'm no small player. I have an audience of several millions that I can and do reach regularly. I've been a guest 8 times on Coast to Coast AM, whose regular live audience is around 3 million, on over 600 radio stations, and after-audience, listening to recordings of the shows, are around that size as well.

http://www.coasttocoastam.com/guest/allan-sterling-d/7353
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My daily audience is not small, either.

I will report this unjust defamation publicly if I have to. This is so over the top, the chances that I will bring this up before a large audience are very high. And your apology and corrective actions will be noted fairly as well.

It sounds very similar to his recent threatening against M. T. Keshe.

Why no one of the victims's parents does any action to start an investigation for the incidental "slip-ups"? LDS Church members and leaders fear for their safety, that they have chosen to keep Sterling D. Allan out of the properties of LDS. Not just "hypothetically", as Sterling D. Allan labels his confessions.

"The information presented here should be considered HYPOTHETICAL, to give you an idea of the nature of the problem we face as a society. Any relation to actual situations is coincidental."

Are they fearing because Sterling has named himself as being HFITF, Heavenly Father In The Flesh? Or for the threatening such in the above quoted letter?

Fair use quote:

http://pesn.com//2015/01/03/9602589_Sterling-Confession/

Sterling Confession

Sterling talks about how his addiction to lust resulted in his divorce and now possible incarceration, arguing that society should stop using sex to sell, which results in broken marriages, families, lives; and violation of children. He believes he chose this weakness as part of his life path to overcome.

Shortcut url: http://tinyurl.com/SterlingConfession

The information presented here should be considered HYPOTHETICAL, to give you an idea of some of the problems and opportunities we face as a society. Any relation to actual situations is coincidental.

by Sterling D. Allan

In his letter to the family, Sterling D. Allan gives a good description of the needed safety measures, to stay on the safe side:
As I am still in a place of being an addict, here are the parameters/boundaries that I see as being prudent. Most of these were in place and stipulated by Cheri, but I've enlarged (restricted) it a bit more here.

- I should have someone who has the ability to monitor all my computer usage. I realize that they don't actually sit there and watch every keystroke, but just knowing that they can makes all the difference for me. *** has been doing this since about a month after my separation from Cheri, who was doing it prior to that.

(Was it Keshe very much wrong about possible malicious use of the Internet by S. D. Allan?)

- I should not be alone with under-age females. There should always be others around, in vicinity, not necessarily in the same room, preferably including an adult(s). I do not have an issue with males.

(He has three daughters!!!)

- I should not sit next to under-age females in physical contact, or have them on my lap, or hold them. An exception would be babies, in the presence of other adults, for a brief hold. I'm fine with that.

(Staying with babies is safe for lonely a brief time, and only in the presence of other adults)

- Going in public where scantily-clad apparel will be likely is not a good idea for me, whether streets, events, stores, etc. But that is only from a vantage point of staying away from triggers, not because I am a threat to those thus clad. Brief visits to stores is not a problem.

- Swimming pools, beaches, and swimming apparel of females are things I should not attend, generally speaking. I have been able to stay in a very good space in small family settings, but other such settings have also served as a trigger when I'm not in a good space; not that these led to acting out, but they did contribute to a trigger cycle. When I'm in a good space, I can attend local swimming pools that have low attendance, with the family, such as Snow college, and be fine.

- Since male attraction has never been part of my addiction, going to public restrooms is not a problem for me and need not be restricted in any way.

On the "Sterling Confession" web page there is an embedded YouTube video with a long monologue.

Sterling D. Allan summarizes it as follows:

Also, for those of you who don’t watch that video/audio recording, a key point to be made is that there is a wide spectrum within what is defined as “pedophile”. I'm much closer to the "just crossing the line" end than the other, darker extreme that includes forcing, penetration, and terror.

Yes, the video is mainly about rationalizing and minimizing the crime of a child abuser, and there is no single word about what the confessed "lust addiction" has caused to the victim children.

What's Allan's "repentance" about? Temporary withdrawal from his desires? It's not clear. What he did for the victims? We hear lamentations about how bad is in jail for in prison, and that poor pedophiles have to be treated with care, love and help.

Here are some selections of the "Sterling Confession" video (quoted for fair use).
Sterling D. Allan (HFITF) discloses his struggle with lust addiction
Published on January 2nd, 2015

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5S4smravBc&t=48m35s

48:35 to 49:18

... We use sex to sell and that’s hypo... hypocritic to, when people act out on that, all the sudden they’re scumbags. It’s pysch... Can you blame us? I’m not saying that it’s okay. I’m not saying that it’s okay to mess up. But, you need to reach out a hand of help and understanding and compassion, and empathy. When we see somebody else mess up it should be how could they possibly do that? And I would never do that. Because, if you say that, guess what, God’s going to create a situation in your life where your gonna see exactly how somebody could do something like that, because you are going to do the same thing, or something very similar, either in this life or the next, and so. Well, we have reached the end here and I have said my piece so to speak, given you an idea of what is going on. Go to Greater Things dot com and you can fill in the pieces.

53:35 to 54:42

.. because, I have a very strong belief that we map out our lives before we’re born, and so, when things happen, I am asking the question why? And why I would have chosen to do this? And why would I have gotten into this particular era, or made this mistake? Not that everything that we do is mapped out that we can’t, you know, flub.. flub up and make mistakes on our charted path in life, because certainly that stuff does happen.

But let me tell you, as this particular thing has unfolded, there have been some amazing revelations in the alphabets coding that I discovered nearly two decades ago, about this and its significance. And that it can play a very significant role in waking people up, getting people tal.. thinking, talking, discussing, umm reflecting on what’s going on, and how we treat each other as a human species. And that, this mistake that I’ve made, that could result in my incarceration, umm is actually something that, first of all, is a mistake that many people make, not just in this particular weakness of mine, in the lust addiction that I’ve got. Umm, but there are addictions of many kinds: foods, raving, or umm being mad angry, collusive relationships, umm of course alcohol and other substance abuse.

Probably 90 to 90% of the planet is addicted to something. And so, I can relate to you all. Because I am one too! I know the cycle, I know, the, you know, triggers, and what, how hard it is to avoid those triggers. Some addictions are more difficult than others to kick. They say that the lust addiction is one of the most difficult to kick. Probably one that is even more difficult than that is food, because you’ve got to eat, so every time you eat you are being triggered.

1:01:49

We are in the process actually of uhm... moving out of this house. Uh... when I say moving out of this house, I have moved to my parents’ house, and Cheri and I have separated and divorced recently. Umm over the addiction. Umm you know my acting out. And she said, you know we’re through. And uh... we got divorced. And now I am facing incarceration, I facing uh... being, err losing my job, because it’s kind of hard to run free energy news from a prison cell.
...and you shouldn’t get so high and mighty when somebody slips up and falls, because of all of those enticements that are all over society. And so, let’s clean up our act! Umm, the, you know, I think in the Christian world the statistics are something along the lines of more than 50% of Christian men are porn addicts. They are addicted to porn, they, it controls their life, they, they are, they have succumbed to a point where they are basically have... are out of control, and if they are not in a program of recovery they are spiraling downward, and they are either going to end up losing their family, losing their job, losing respect, end up in jail, and uh... you know we should not be okay with this.

1:07:12

And I would argue that, **easily in our audience of free energy world, easily 40, 30 to 50% of you guys are addicted to porn, and many of you are also pedophiles.**


1:07:29

And I would argue, that some of you are getting high and mighty about, you know what Sterling’s admitting to be a pedophile. Probably some of you who are all high and mighty are also in that camp, and are hypocrites in being all high and mighty and yelling at me, or you know, looking down your nose at me for having this problem.

1:07:52

We’ve got a major issue here that we have got to clean up in society. It is not right, it’s got to be fixed, it’s got to be set straight. We should not be putting up with this. So let’s clean up the whole porn industry. Let’s clean up the whole advertisement industry. Stop using sex to sell. If you think about it, when you use a scantily clad woman to sell a product you are enticing people to look and to lust after somebody that is not their... their partner. That is a sin! You are using sin to sell, and that is inappropriate! Stop it!
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1:08:33

I am a victim!

1:08:36

I’ve made choices in my life, I’ve succumbed to this, I was in places of weakness and I became an addict. I’ve been trying to stay on the straight and narrow. I been in a program of recovery, I’ve got a couple of counsellors, and despite all of that, I still slipped up.

1:08:53

And, I am not saying that it is other people’s fault, that it’s your fault, that I am this way. But I am telling you that when society is so entrenched in this stuff, and we are surrounded by it, what do you expect? Men are wired that when they see a scantily clad woman they get aroused. That’s the way we are wired, that’s our chemistry, that’s the way our minds work, and to expect somebody to do anything else is naïve.

1:09:23

So, yeah, we’ve got to fix this. And, uh... I am going to try and get as much as I can done, you know, I am not going just to be sitting there watching TV with everyone else in the prison cell, if I end up in jail. Umm, you know there is a difference between jail and prison I know that. Jail is basically a temporary thing until you have a court, and once you have a hearing or sentences you go to prison, which is more of a permanent long term situation. There could be bail in the meantime, I don’t know if they give bail to uh... people who are suspected of pedophilia?

1:10:01

So it is probably not likely, and so basically I am looking at, you know, years of incarceration, possibly, or they are not going to be months, it’s going to be you know on the 5 to 6 more years.

I am not a lawyer, so my opinion may not count too much. Sterling D. Allan mentions about 5 years of prison as a possibility. By the Utah Criminal Code aggravated sexual abuse of a child can be punished by prison of 6, 10 or 15 years. As pedophilia refers to sexual attraction to children, and the law defines that “Child” means an individual under the age of 14, we can understand that there may be the case of Aggravate sexual abuse of a child, a first degree felony.

1:35:57

It is wrong, how you, guys are looking to the pedophiles. Yes, they made mistakes. Yes, that is wrong. But their sin is not that much worse than yours, whatever it is. Don’t be so hypocritical to look down at somebody else and say I would never do that.

1:35:45

When you look at somebody in society that's messing up, your heart goes out to them in love and concern.
1:35:53
You wanna help them. You don’t want to smash them to the curve and, and grind their face in the dust, you want to extend love and compassion and healing; ... not destruction.

1:36:04
I've heard of a friend, who... uh... felt in the trap of pedophilia, he went to jail, he can't get a job, he can't get married, he can't...

1:36:14
He, his life is basically ruined because his label of pedophilia, he can't go anywhere without first checking in with some... some legal authorities telling where is he going.

1:36:24
His is, his life is ruined.

1:36:30
And I am not saying that it's okay to be a pedophile in the..., you know, you should, we should treat every... all of the pedophiles if it's that okay, that's not what I am saying, I'm not...

I say separate the sin from the sinner.

1:36:43
There is such a thing as a good person doing a bad thing and messing up.

1:36:46
Every one of you, listening to this... this message, are good people who have messed up.

1:36:53
And we all need forgiveness, we all need mercy, we all need that compassion extended to us, so stopping hypocritical and looking down your nose as the pedophiles as the worst of the worst.

1:37:05
Yes they have made a mistake, and yes, what Jesus said about it. If somebody who violates one of the least... or... or... who... who violates one of these little ones, is... com... p... worst than ...

1:37:16
Or it is better then to have a millstone hung around their head, and dropped in the sea... yes.
There...there is in... in... and honestly there is a... a... I mean there is something bad about that.

Absolutely! I am not saying that's not bad, but I am... what I am saying is that I am believing in... in a God, who is about healing, and about love, and about compassion, and about extending your arms of... of... help to people.

And then one... let me talk, just for a minute about what I am doing in terms of repentance.

I believe in Jesus Christ, and that he can... answer for my sins, and he can... he can heal me of my sins and my addictions, and I can have full recovery.

I totally believe that. And that is extended to whole mankind, and I have been praying for that for years. I have been seeking that, and I am not sure why it's been withheld for me.

Uhm... ... maybe because I need to... I... I... I signed up for this whole scenario to... kind of get to the bottom of the barrel, and to be a... a voice for people, who are in the bottom of the barrel.

Because we all make mistakes.

And, you know, Jesus came to as a sinless sacrifice for sin, to be the scapegoat for... you know for the... sins...we commit.

I believe my mission was to come as... one, who messes up. In one of the worst labeled sins on the planet. Pedofilia.

And it's not that's the only place where my head goes and you know that's a... a... I also wanted this just for the record for myself.
I never forced myself on anyone. I never raped anyone in terms of the... forcing myself. Now, according to definitions of doing things with under aged people, yes, I... I have crossed that line.

And I feel bad about that.

Uhm... but you know it's not in my nature, but I can tell you, if I did not go into recovery, if I did not tried to manage these things, I would have gone down, and down, and down, and down, and I would had become the worst of the worst.

() it's no doubt about that. That is where addiction leads if you are not trying to get it corrected, and turning back, getting in a program of recovery, getting in some sort of programs.

Try Ayahuasca, and get back into... where... where... you are able to ... that's ... that's spelled A-Y-A-H-U-A-S-C-A it's really weird spelling. Uhm.... Ayahuasca is a plant from Peru.

Is Ayahuasca a legal drug in the United States? Is promoting it legal?

That you can take in a medicinal ceremony situations like goes online and you are able to, while you are awake, go to a dreamlike state, and remember, and see, like it's... like a third person analysis of yourself and whatever issue is... you bring in that ceremony.

You are able to basically analyze yourself in... in a third party way, and that can be something that can help some abusers well, and combine that with your trust, your faith in God, and turn yourself, you know, your life toward God, etcetera.

There is a lot of programs of recovery. Let's help each other out of... out of this, put out arms of... of safety out to people and... and compassion, and let's get this cleaned up.

It is to be feared, that the Allan's websites may be used as a tool to gather pedophiles together. Child porn is not something to bet easily. Pedophiles used to be organized in rings.

In his latest page about Keshe, Sterling D. Allan defends himself by indicating the demographics of visitors.
Mehran T. Keshe’s extremely irrational, slanderous allegations

He is like Inspector Javier pursuing Jean Valjean in Les Meserables -- bent on finding the man, who, to him, was a criminal of the worst ilk; though in reality, Valjean was one of the most beneficial citizens, blessing many lives and lifting humanity. But for stealing one loaf of bread all those years ago, and skipping parole....

Shortcut url: [http://tinyurl.com/KesheSlander](http://tinyurl.com/KesheSlander)

(...)

He actually said, several times, that my primary objective in all these websites I have is to serve as a honey pot to attract children, to collect their IP addresses to sell to pedophile rings. He also alleged that I use those IP addresses myself to find the phone numbers of children to call them up. Ridiculous.

If we look at the referred statistics by Quantcast, we see that 12% of the website visitors are under age of 18 years.

To the number of 21944 monthly US visitors that 12% means over 2600 under aged visitors for every month. And with the recent posts about his declared "lust addiction" Sterling D. Allan is straightly promoting in large public pedophilia, and he advocates for indulgence.
One of his recently added Facebook friends is recruiting children from the age of 10 and up:

"Are you between 10-25 years old? Are you done being a victim of a world some of the adults have created? wink emoticon Are you ready to claim your power and step up to be one of the 8500 Young World Leaders who are co-creating a new earth?"

(...) Send me a contact request on Skype and I will add you to the call list.

Nobody has blown yet the alarm bells upon seeing such activities?

Aren't the children our future?

http://www.refworld.org/cgi-bin/texis/vtx/rwmain?docid=3ae6b38f0

Title  Convention on the Rights of the Child

Publisher  UN General Assembly

Publication Date  20 November 1989

Article 34: State obligations to protect children from sexual exploitation and sexual abuse.

States Parties undertake to protect the child from all forms of sexual exploitation and sexual abuse. For these purposes, States Parties shall in particular take all appropriate national, bilateral and multilateral measures to prevent:

(a ) The inducement or coercion of a child to engage in any unlawful sexual activity;
(b ) The exploitative use of children in prostitution or other unlawful sexual practices;
(c ) The exploitative use of children in pornographic performances and materials

It is the obligation of the state, to protect the children.

And we shall not keep silent as accomplices to abuse of children.

Links to contact
(click to follow)
APPENDIX I. COPY OF SKYPE COMMUNICATION

Time is based on Central European Saving Time (CEST)

[28/08/15 09:16:31] Sterling D. Allan: (Bcc, several relevant parties) Mr. Keshe, I just finished listening to what you said about me today in your "76th Knowledge Seekers Workshop August 27 2015" http://livestream.com/ssiworkshops/ksworkshops Nearly everything you said about me was a gross misrepresentation, easily into the realms of actionable slander / defamation. I request, urgently, that 1) you (your team) pull the video from today, both the streaming one; and what you typically post to YouTube on your channel (don't post it, if you haven’t already). if you wish to edit out the first part then post it, that's fine, as long as none of the balance after the first 45 minutes contains any slander against me) 2) you post a retraction video, explaining your error and rescinding your points of action regarding me 3) you contact the agencies you contacted "reporting me" and retract your allegations 4) you contact anyone you have made the allegations regarding me and retract them, the best you can. I will be contacting my attorney first thing in the morning to get his counsel about what to do about this. Yes, I've had a lust addiction for 15 years, and have been in a program of recovery, doing very well for the most part. But no, I have never raped anyone of any age. No, I have never sold an IP. I barely even know how to get an IP. The last time I looked at my log files for statistics (traffic, pages visited) was years ago. No, I don't prefer young boys to women. No, I didn't post a photo of me and my wife next to a porn image. I've never posted porn of any kind, anywhere. I don't know those two other people you mentioned. Never heard their names until today when you said I’m working with them. All my websites clearly list me as the owner. The website info you showed was of NewEnergyTrust.org, which I’m not a part of. Jim Rodney was my associate in the New Energy Systems Trust, which I founded. Go to Quantcast.com and enter PESWiki.com and look at the demographics: older males, by far, very few younger people, especially few females. If my agenda was to lure young people, this is the last avenue I would choose. In my SterlingSundaySchool.com series, started Aug. 10. last year, I’ve only had three people show up in person. My parents, and an older guy from town, Homer Workman, once each. In the Mormon culture, from which I spring, Sunday school isn’t just for children. It is attended by people of all ages throughout their life. The sub-title of my series is "Graduate Studies for the Remnant". You have sorely misunderstood what I have said, and interposed your own biases and prejudices as if they are real. They are not, and you have very seriously damaged me by what you have said, which could wrongfully impair my ability to travel, not to mention impair my reputation. Please take immediate action to remedy this. I will probably be posting some kind of story to clear my name of your unfounded allegations. What is most sad to me, in this, is to know how seriously out of touch you are with reality. It makes me deeply question everything else you’ve ever said. I used to hold you in fairly high regard, even with our recent personal fallout. I even posted a link today to a crowdfunding campaign wanting to purchase your Car generator system to test it. I forgive you for what you have done, but I also will expect that you comply with my requests listed above. If you don’t, I will be seeking legal remedy by way of a slander charge, and it won't be hard to prove my innocence. My ex-wife will be among those who will testify on my behalf against what you have alleged. I have a good relationship with her and my children. Her new husband is like a best friend. My parents, who I live with, not having funds to get my own place yet, would also take the stand on my behalf, to support what I’ve said above. My mom, just, now, came to me to share a scripture she opened to randomly: 3 Ne. 12: "blessed are you when men say all manner of evil against you, falsely, for my name’s sake... for so persecuted they the prophets who were before..." So I think it’s safe to say that God has my
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[GMT-6] | Fountain Green, Utah, USA | | "The government's job is to protect freedom, not control our lives."

[28/08/15 10:19:42] Mehran tavakoli: Please take action and we will use your testimony. We have not added and we will not delete. Your writing is your evidence and not ours.

[28/08/15 10:28:10] Mehran tavakoli: Mr sterling you have written yourself. How were you supposed to be incarcerated if you are innocent.

[28/08/15 10:38:28] Mehran tavakoli: Please ask our work to be tested as of Tuesday it will be produced worldwide. Please do not promote our work as we do not need your misconducts to be connected to our work.

[28/08/15 10:41:05] Mehran tavakoli: By the way tell you something as a man when you play with children you have not time for wife so she needs to fine some one to be happy with. Please do not think to bring your wife on as this will damage you more. Secondly Hitlers mother thought he was the most perfect child too.

[28/08/15 10:45:11] Mehran tavakoli: Do not forget the pending incarceration was the reason you were moved from PESWIKI And YOUR PARTNERS WILL TESTIFY.

[28/08/15 11:01:22] Mehran tavakoli: I advise you to do the right thing and bring the family which were going to put you incarceration on line or We go to find them and then we make sure you are destiny of your action.

[28/08/15 15:27:38] Sterling D. Allan: There is a wide spectrum of things that can land a person in incarceration that are much less serious than rape.

[28/08/15 15:31:23] Mehran tavakoli: Mind rape is as good as mental and psychological rape. You come clean about your grooming rape then we see how we can help. I'm not hear to damage you I am here to let you know you cannot do what you think the Internet gives you the freedoms of.

[28/08/15 15:32:07] Sterling D. Allan: If mind rape is as good as physical, then the world would be incarcerated.

[28/08/15 15:33:07] Mehran tavakoli: You explain how you think you have not done wrong and why should one repent if was not so bad.

[28/08/15 15:34:12] Sterling D. Allan: my attorney advised me not to disclose the details of my situation; but I assure you it is on the very mild end of the spectrum.

[28/08/15 15:35:08] Mehran tavakoli: I have the whole of Internet on watch about your own confession. I posted your writing and nothing from us. Yours alone.
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[28/08/15 15:37:04] Mehran tavakoli: Crime has no mildness, you are living in fantasy world. Internet grooming now days is considered as bad and even worse than e rape.

[28/08/15 15:38:37] Sterling D. Allan: I did not confess that I "raped" only that I crossed certain lines.


[28/08/15 15:39:20] Sterling D. Allan: You are making stuff up. That is slander, and it is actionable. And I'll sue your butt if you don't stop.

[28/08/15 15:47:17] Mehran tavakoli: I advise you that do not play American amendment you are on the international arena and we will bring you to tell the world what was crossing the line that would end up in incarceration. Then let the world deiced if they believe you and if your crossed the mild way to you would we believe you that you did not cross the what you call the hard line. You think you have the right to pass judgement on everyone work. And you are above others.

[28/08/15 15:48:16] Sterling D. Allan: No, I believe in repentance, and that the reason I'm not incarcerated is because of how strongly I turned to God. Just as the planet can turn away the prison planet that is in store for them if they turn to God.

[28/08/15 15:49:30] Sterling D. Allan: It was God that intervened on my behalf. Do you not believe in God and repentance? Mr. Messiah?

[28/08/15 15:50:15] Mehran tavakoli: I said what had to say and from now on you are on your own. I will not delete and remove or add.

[28/08/15 15:50:59] Sterling D. Allan: If you don't retract your lies about me being a rapist, I will sue and I will win.

[28/08/15 16:00:40] Mehran tavakoli: So we see how you control your addiction as you put it. You come and tell your mild crime and we then the rest is yours we let people judge you and believe you. Then I see if I change my word. Sue me, you have confessed to a crime and you sue for it. You told me that you are addicted to this due to your childhood rapes as I remember, so now it is for you to plain your crime of no rape to the world. You are such a hypocrite that crime against a minor has softness and hardness. Your God help you.


[28/08/15 16:03:10] Sterling D. Allan: I have NEVER groomed online. NEVER.


[28/08/15 16:03:45] Sterling D. Allan: I have never collaborated, ever.

[28/08/15 16:04:56] Sterling D. Allan: Most people respect me for putting my confession out there in my process of healing and repenting. You, instead, condemn me and imagine the worst and turn your worst thoughts into reality in your head and talk about them as if they were fact. That is slander. and it is actionable.
[28/08/15 16:06:24] Mehran tavakoli: Let people decide if I do or not. Close PESWIKI down and all your net work as people will do it for you. Listen your team separated from you as it was not acceptable to them. So to our society what is mild crime to you is Haynes act to the rest of the world.

[28/08/15 16:07:00] Sterling D. Allan: No, I’m not closing PESWiki. It is nothing of what you allege. Not a honey pot. Not collectin IPs. You are a liar.

[28/08/15 16:07:23] Mehran tavakoli: I only released what you have written and told me and no more.

[28/08/15 16:07:41] Sterling D. Allan: You make stuff up in your head and think it is true and expect others to believe. You’re the one who is goign to look bad in the end.


[28/08/15 16:08:04] Sterling D. Allan: You accused me of grooming. That, too, is a lie. I never said such a thing.


[28/08/15 16:10:34] Mehran tavakoli: You have to come clean otherwise you will be asked in your own court by the judge.

[28/08/15 16:10:42] Sterling D. Allan: It's like you saying that you can get to the moon, when all you've been able to do is modify the weight of something, which is in the direction of the moon, but hardly there. You have an exaggerating mind. That's why I've for a long time told people they need to take your word with a grain of salt. Now you are using that attribute to make stuff up about me based on your imagination.


[28/08/15 16:12:27] Sterling D. Allan: I didn’t say I didn't do wrong. I'm telling you there is a huge difference between rape and just barely stepping over the line.


[28/08/15 16:13:09] Sterling D. Allan: no, there's no way I'm goign to tell you what I did. That's not your place to know.

[28/08/15 16:13:23] Mehran tavakoli: You told me you have been doing it for 15 years.

[28/08/15 16:14:15] Sterling D. Allan: I've had an addiction for 15 years, urges, mostly managed very well, staying in a very good place. That is the opposite extreme of your portrayal of me actively pursuing and raping child after child for 15 years.
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[28/08/15 16:14:42] Mehran tavakoli: So rape stands until you sue and in Europe there is no fifth amendment. You talk or you go in until you talk.

[28/08/15 16:15:14] Sterling D. Allan: I have not raped. You are making that up. That is slander and it is a tort, actionable.


[28/08/15 16:15:57] Sterling D. Allan: Do you not believe in God?

[28/08/15 16:16:03] Sterling D. Allan: "go and sin no more"


[28/08/15 16:16:41] Mehran tavakoli: You are addicted as you said. Until next shot

[28/08/15 16:16:52] Sterling D. Allan: If you’re not willing to forgive someone who genuinely repents and turns wholly to God, how do you expect to be forgiven for your errors?

[28/08/15 16:17:14] Sterling D. Allan: I believe I can have full, 100% recovery, and that is what I’m pursuing, through Jesus.

[28/08/15 16:19:17] Sterling D. Allan: There are many amazing people who are addicts. Being an addict doesn’t mean you have to act out. It means you need to do what you can to stay in a good place and not slip up. The program of recovery is to facilitate staying in a good place. I’ve been in that program almost 13 years.

[28/08/15 16:21:22] Mehran tavakoli: I make mistakes everyday, but I do not do what you do and with false talk repent. I have given my life and work to humanity and what concerns me is those who are promoting the new science do not do it to reach children to test overcoming their addiction. The more you keep silent about your repent the more conclusion people will make about your conduct.

[28/08/15 16:22:28] Mehran tavakoli: And your last sleep was 60 days before your email.


[28/08/15 16:23:10] Sterling D. Allan: regardless of what I said above: On 28/08/15, at 09:21, Sterling D. Allan wrote: > Go to Quantcast.com and enter PESWiki.com and look at the demographics: older males, by far, very few younger people, especially few females. If my agenda was to lure young people, this is the last avenue I would choose.

[28/08/15 16:24:20] Mehran tavakoli: One young person is good enough


[28/08/15 16:25:51] Sterling D. Allan: what do you mean by this? On 28/08/15, at 16:28, Mehran tavakoli wrote: > And your last sleep was 60 days before your email.
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[28/08/15 16:25:53] Mehran tavakoli: And most probably those older one are looking for the same thing some of them as we have seen with KULERAN

[28/08/15 16:26:53] Mehran tavakoli: IN your email you have written I have been good for the past 60 days . It your writing

[28/08/15 16:27:55] Sterling D. Allan: That means without slipping at all. I would include lusting after an image on the web as "slipping".

[28/08/15 16:28:34] Mehran tavakoli: Who. Was the victims of you addiction 60 days before. And if you have been in rehab for thirteen years and has not worked then when is going to be the next victims .

[28/08/15 16:29:44] Sterling D. Allan: In reference to that, I am not going to disclose to you, the details of my acting out situation. That is private, and has been dealt with.

[28/08/15 16:31:02] Sterling D. Allan: the party involved was disclosed to

[28/08/15 16:31:12] Mehran tavakoli: Listen you are to stupid or you think I am too knave . No one incarcerate. vno one for image on the net

[28/08/15 16:32:28] Sterling D. Allan: The problem is in the communication. I was thinking you were referring to a recent email that I sent yout about a month ago; when you were referring to the one last march.

[28/08/15 16:36:13] Sterling D. Allan: My acting out incident was in December. 9 months ago.

[28/08/15 16:38:50] Mehran tavakoli: So you Master Bate live on the net for children I presume from your are writing

[28/08/15 16:39:19] Sterling D. Allan: you are making that up. I've never done that. For you to make that accusation is slander and actionable.

[28/08/15 16:39:57] Mehran tavakoli: No you are writing and I am guessing and not accusing or slandering. You do not say so I have to guess

[28/08/15 16:40:24] Sterling D. Allan: "guessing" is 10x off on your part, and you portray your "guess" as fact, when it is conjecture.

[28/08/15 16:42:01] Mehran tavakoli: Enlighten me with the truth

[28/08/15 16:43:18] Sterling D. Allan: so you can twist it with your exaggerations?

[28/08/15 16:44:08] Mehran tavakoli: Until then you paint the picture

[28/08/15 16:44:29] Mehran tavakoli: And we guess

[28/08/15 16:44:51] Sterling D. Allan: pls hold on chat for 4 minutes. I reset my clock, and the new things are showing up above, I can't find them.
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[28/08/15 16:46:13] Mehran tavakoli: And when there are no picture we only read the writings

[28/08/15 16:47:54] Mehran tavakoli: I did not accuse you I guessed as this is what you are trying to do as per your writing.


[28/08/15 16:56:59] Mehran tavakoli: How can you. Be incarcerated for lost on an image on the net. This is not logical to no sane minded man.

[28/08/15 16:59:25] Sterling D. Allan: do some research on the gamut of things that can lead to incarceration, and you'll see that rape is an extreme, and there are much lesser things that can also lead to incarceration.

[28/08/15 17:00:13] Mehran tavakoli: You tell me what like

[28/08/15 17:00:27] Mehran tavakoli: I do not know USA LAWS

[28/08/15 17:00:51] Sterling D. Allan: I'm guessing they are similar internationally.

[28/08/15 17:02:42] Mehran tavakoli: Do not think so

[28/08/15 17:03:08] Sterling D. Allan: close enough for the principle I'm addressing.

[28/08/15 17:03:43] Sterling D. Allan: There are a gamut of things, from 1-10 that can get a person incarcerated. You're assuming I'm a 10, when I'm a 1

[28/08/15 17:05:07] Mehran tavakoli: What is one to you is ten to me

[28/08/15 17:06:00] Sterling D. Allan: that's the problem, not just with you, but with many people. They want to lump people together into an archetype stereotype, not realizing that there are huge gradations.

[28/08/15 17:06:27] Sterling D. Allan: That is your primary error, and for you to talk as if I'm a 10, when I'm a 1 is slander.

[28/08/15 17:06:38] Mehran tavakoli: Crime is crime

[28/08/15 17:20:56] Mehran tavakoli: So where we go

[28/08/15 17:26:14] Sterling D. Allan: this I see as the crux of the matter: On 28/08/15, at 17:06, Sterling D. Allan wrote: > That is your primary error, and for you to talk as if I'm a 10, when I'm a 1 is slander. You need to realize that there is a huge difference between a 1 "crime" and a 10 "crime" and not lump those together as if they were the same thing. Someone who hits another is a criminal: battery Someone who tortures and kills another is also a criminal: murder, etc. Those two crimes are very different in their severity.
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[28/08/15 17:27:08] Mehran tavakoli: Child abuse has one level

[28/08/15 17:27:28] Mehran tavakoli: And all the same as 10

[28/08/15 17:28:09] Mehran tavakoli: That is why they are children

[28/08/15 17:28:27] Sterling D. Allan: that is where you are wrong. And the way you talk doesn't convey that caviat of how you view this matter. You state as if it is a ”fact” that I am a rapist, when I have never done such a thin.

[28/08/15 17:28:43] Sterling D. Allan: That is a tort to misrepresnet something like that.


[28/08/15 17:29:38] Sterling D. Allan: I’m not saying that what I did was not wrong.

[28/08/15 17:29:46] Sterling D. Allan: I’m saying that it was not rape.

[28/08/15 17:30:06] Sterling D. Allan: Look up the definition. By definition you are lying about me.

[28/08/15 17:30:13] Mehran tavakoli: So what was it that I am corrected

[28/08/15 17:31:26] Sterling D. Allan: 1) I have never raped 2) I have never profiled 3) I have never collaborated


[28/08/15 17:31:52] Sterling D. Allan: 5) I have never sold IP addresses

[28/08/15 17:32:16] Mehran tavakoli: When you touch a child physically or mentally you have violated his ensconce and that is rape of a life and that is what you do not comprehend

[28/08/15 17:32:22] Sterling D. Allan: You stated all these as ”fact” from my own admissions, when they are all in your imagination because you lump all offenses as being the worst case scenario

[28/08/15 17:34:15] Mehran tavakoli: If it was an adult it consents a child has no consent so it is rape the rest is the measure of the abuser to justify his conduct

[28/08/15 17:34:38] Sterling D. Allan: You turn every 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. into a 10. Don't you realize I'm a human being, a good person, with a problem that I'm in a program of recovery to help address. You portray me as a demon.

[28/08/15 17:35:51] Mehran tavakoli: No I want to help you that another child does not get another number one from your scale..

[28/08/15 17:36:53] Sterling D. Allan: me too. I don't want that. That is why I'm seeking for 100% healing from Jesus. Taht is why I'm living with my parents. Taht is why I stay away from situations. That is why I don't do porn. etc. You portray me as an active, ongoing predator. The later is a lie, a fabrication. It is slander.
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[28/08/15 17:40:10] Mehran tavakoli: 13 years of therapy has not helped you until 60 days before all this. So what now. How did it come to open did you get found out so the process of repent started. Enlighten me.

[28/08/15 17:41:26] Sterling D. Allan: I've been repentant all my life, seeking to be a good person, fixing mistakes, turning to God. But what was different about this January is that I went full bore in seeking to converse face-to-face with Jesus to have him personally heal me. I'm still on that quest.

[28/08/15 17:42:29] Mehran tavakoli: This did not helped your last victims 60 days before. Did it?

[28/08/15 17:43:46] Sterling D. Allan: the "victim" incident was Dec. before the turning to Jesus quest of Jan. 22.

[28/08/15 17:44:06] Sterling D. Allan: you have the timing wrong, and you stat this as fact, when it is prejudice.


[28/08/15 17:48:29] Mehran tavakoli: You contacted me and this to me means you want to puts wrongs write so I have been listing as last time I dismissed you and you thought that was unfair. And I was judge mental without knowing all. I gave you time and no wiser this time upto now.

[28/08/15 18:07:49] Mehran tavakoli: So how old was the victim

[28/08/15 18:11:07] Mehran tavakoli: 7 years 10 years 5 years

[28/08/15 18:13:47] Mehran tavakoli: This message has been removed.

[28/08/15 18:32:55] Sterling D. Allan: I am not going to disclose what my acting out incident entailed, per my attorney's advice. And even without his advice, you would be one of the last people I would trust that information with, given your views on the matter. Dogmatice and unfair.

[28/08/15 18:33:49] Sterling D. Allan: closer to teen -- in the realm


[28/08/15 18:45:42] Mehran tavakoli: Lost battery back again

[28/08/15 18:47:23] Sterling D. Allan: I can't give out details for reasons that should be obvious, including protecting the victim, whose guardians are fully informed.

[28/08/15 18:49:17] Mehran tavakoli: So no we know is an infant as it had gradians and not parents. So We are one step further. Now let go and see did you give the love of. Father to him to get his attention.

[28/08/15 18:52:18] Sterling D. Allan: I just said it was in vicinity of teen, and you come back "so we know is an infant" You are a liar. I used the word "guardian" as the most generic term, per my attorney's advice.
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[28/08/15 18:53:00] Mehran tavakoli: I correct less than teenager

[28/08/15 18:53:21] Sterling D. Allan: do you know the difference between an infant and that?

[28/08/15 18:53:53] Sterling D. Allan: don't you see how exattering you are in your verbiage. It is slander. It is actionable. and I will take action against you if you don't retract your false stateaments about me.

[28/08/15 18:53:56] Mehran tavakoli: You have not cleared it so I keep on gussing as you guid me

[28/08/15 18:54:42] Sterling D. Allan: I am not going to disclose to you. You are the most un-reasonable person I've ever encountered. At least you are having this conversation with me, but you seem clueless as to the point I'm making very clearly.


[28/08/15 18:55:50] Sterling D. Allan: For example, in your video, you show a "whois" page about a website that wasn't even my website, and you say that I conceal my identity as if that is a fact. You just made that up, totally groundless.

[28/08/15 18:56:22] Sterling D. Allan: My identity with current contact info is on all my sites (some may need updating on current contact, which still forwards to me).

[28/08/15 18:57:04] Sterling D. Allan: You state that I harvest and sell IP addresses. I've never done such a thing and would never do such a thing. That is slander. it is false. it is actionable.

[28/08/15 18:57:53] Sterling D. Allan: Please instruct Rick Crammond to not post the video from yesterday's workshop until you edit out the first 46 minutes, or I will file a complaint with YouTube which could jeopardize your entire account.


[28/08/15 18:58:40] Sterling D. Allan: give exact quotes, not your interpretation, which is wildly off


[28/08/15 19:24:37] Mehran tavakoli: What was the first time you did the same and did you repent then

[28/08/15 19:25:32] Sterling D. Allan: my personal history is none of your business. I gave sufficient generalities in my public confession statement. You have turned those into worst-case scenario accusations that have no resemblance to the truth.

[28/08/15 19:26:56] Mehran tavakoli: So thirteen years you have tried but you failed six month a go

[28/08/15 19:29:11] Sterling D. Allan: how many addicts do you know who have stayed completely clean since they commenced recovery? It's rare to not have any slip-ups. In my sex anon. meetings, most people rarely go a day without porn. I've not glanced at it since Dec.

[28/08/15 19:30:08] Sterling D. Allan: actually, longer than that, closer to a year.

[28/08/15 19:30:41] Mehran tavakoli: So how many victims would say in thirteen years 10, 20?

[28/08/15 19:31:09] Sterling D. Allan: that's not something I'm going to discloser, especially to you. You would exaggerate anything I say 10x

[28/08/15 19:32:13] Mehran tavakoli: No I never do10 or less 20 or less

[28/08/15 19:33:06] Sterling D. Allan: would you please admit that you were very wrong in accusing me of what you did accuse me of? I'm on the opposite end of the spectrum of what you portrayed yesterday.

[28/08/15 19:33:21] Sterling D. Allan: stop trying to dig information out of me. I'm not going to give you details.

[28/08/15 19:34:04] Mehran tavakoli: You let me know then my conscious will correct what is needed to correct


[28/08/15 19:34:52] Mehran tavakoli: Read my writing above any action against a child is a rape

[28/08/15 19:35:30] Mehran tavakoli: Ok let's put it another way did you touch the child

[28/08/15 19:38:45] Sterling D. Allan: Let's not go with your definition. Let's go with a legal definition. According to http://www.dixoncannon.com/sex-crimes/ "Generally, rape of a child is defined as an older person who engages in sexual intercourse with a child under 16 years old with whom he or she is not married." I have not raped a child, ever.

[28/08/15 19:39:27] Sterling D. Allan: If you're going to use your own definitions, you need to inform your audience of what your definitions are, or you are committing slander.


[28/08/15 19:40:07] Sterling D. Allan: Do you think someone who has been as honest as I have in publishing what I have would lie about this?


[28/08/15 19:41:22] Mehran tavakoli: Answer the simple question did you in any or with any of your victims touch them physically
[28/08/15 19:41:54] Mehran tavakoli: Otherwise I have to draw my own conclusion

[28/08/15 19:42:53] Sterling D. Allan: "drawing conclusions" in your case is fabrication to the ultimately false extent. If I do an article about this, you'll probably lose half of your audience.


[28/08/15 19:43:09] Sterling D. Allan: I'm not liying


[28/08/15 19:45:22] Sterling D. Allan: I can't disclose details, but on the touch spectrum, again, I am on the "barely over the line" region.

[28/08/15 19:45:41] Mehran tavakoli: So we agree yes

[28/08/15 19:45:54] Sterling D. Allan: agree in what way?


[28/08/15 19:48:01] Sterling D. Allan: Hypothetically, if that were the case, that is not rape, by definition.

[28/08/15 19:48:23] Mehran tavakoli: Now did they touch you for yours or their sexual pleasure

[28/08/15 19:49:10] Sterling D. Allan: Keshe, stop trying to get details from me. You are like that policeman in Les Miserables. You are bent on justice, to your own spiritual demise.

[28/08/15 19:49:44] Sterling D. Allan: I would be willing to bet that you have sins that are more offensive in the eyes of God than what I have done.

[28/08/15 19:51:03] Mehran tavakoli: No if I get you to. See the wrong then you do not need to repent but you do something about it in you and do not need to bring the blessed name Jesus into it

[28/08/15 19:51:39] Sterling D. Allan: In Les Miserables, technically, yes, (sp?) Jean Vau Jean did break the law. But did he deserve to be hounded like that policeman did?.

[28/08/15 19:52:38] Mehran tavakoli: No I am not chasing you I am clearing a point at the time.
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[28/08/15 19:54:59] Sterling D. Allan: What I'm saying to you is that your accusations of me being a 10 on the 1-10 point scale is grossly in error. I'm more on the "barely" end of that spectrum -- like the "one loaf of bread" in Les Miserables. You need to correct your statement about me or I will sue you, not for money, but to clear my name. And I will use my public venue to expose what an out-of-touch with truth person you are.


[28/08/15 19:56:09] Sterling D. Allan: no, what you did was tort and actionable and I am demanding that you cease and desist, and retract and try to undo what you have very wrongfully done to me. You have egregiously lied about me and the extent of my problem.


[28/08/15 19:57:05] Mehran tavakoli: You have your interview and then we talk

[28/08/15 19:57:19] Sterling D. Allan: Once again, I warn you that I will sue if you don't retract. I will report your video to YouTube, which can jeopardize your account.


[28/08/15 19:59:33] Mehran tavakoli: We give evidence and you most probably be ban from internet


[28/08/15 20:00:37] Mehran tavakoli: After your interview

[28/08/15 20:03:46] Mehran tavakoli: Do not make threats as there is enough of your writing which we have downloaded that incriminate you. Do not forget we do not have fifth amendment in Europe and we go to European court or in Middle East court houses as your action has international implication

[28/08/15 20:09:01] Sterling D. Allan: my interview is postponed a few more minutes. Regarding international implications. I have never acted out outside of the United States.


[28/08/15 20:11:09] Sterling D. Allan: My sites have never been used for any profiling or collecting data as you alleged.

[28/08/15 20:12:02] Mehran tavakoli: We show you when is needed
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[28/08/15 20:12:52] Mehran tavakoli: We have been collecting data and we do not talk without a ground

[28/08/15 20:12:56] Sterling D. Allan: like you showed that my name isn't on my site, when it wasn't even my site you were looking at?

[28/08/15 20:13:15] Mehran tavakoli: Your site is as it is

[28/08/15 20:13:19] Sterling D. Allan: You are more reckless than anyone I have ever encountered in my life.

[28/08/15 20:13:47] Mehran tavakoli: At least I am not at 1

[28/08/15 20:14:01] Sterling D. Allan: you're without sin?

[28/08/15 20:14:29] Sterling D. Allan: remember karma, that which you send out shall return to you again and be restored.

[28/08/15 20:15:49] Mehran tavakoli: Now we finally go back to how many and very important one do you remember any name of your victims.

[28/08/15 20:17:53] Sterling D. Allan: I think I've had enough of this chat with you. Let me ask once again if you are going to retract what you said and try to correct where you have misrepresented me? Yes or no.

[28/08/15 20:18:48] Mehran tavakoli: This is important as then it shows animal beheiour or looking for emotional beheiour

[28/08/15 20:19:01] Sterling D. Allan: Yes or no?


[28/08/15 20:19:39] Sterling D. Allan: I am not giving you details for the reasons I've given several times. The biggest being that you totally exaggerate things

[28/08/15 20:20:15] Mehran tavakoli: Are children just objects or being then this gives me the answer what to do

[28/08/15 20:21:04] Sterling D. Allan: Children a wonderful as are adults. They deserve to be treated with dignity and respect, and nurtured in their callings in life. They should not be abused.


[28/08/15 20:22:43] Mehran tavakoli: Go to you tub and the rest we take you out off Internet. Talk correct and we find a solution for your life
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[28/08/15 20:24:30] Sterling D. Allan: You have about as much logic as a rock.

[28/08/15 20:24:57] Sterling D. Allan: I'm going to compose an article about this, and I hope more than half your followers leave.

[28/08/15 20:24:58] Mehran tavakoli: Now the truth is out you are a stalker of boys. N

[28/08/15 20:25:29] Sterling D. Allan: never been interested in boys, you liar. you are making stuff up. You are a slanderer.

[28/08/15 20:26:12] Mehran tavakoli: You are writing private so it is not slander.

[28/08/15 20:26:33] Sterling D. Allan: What you said yesterday was public. It is slander.

[28/08/15 20:27:22] Mehran tavakoli: So girls young girls stalker. That is why you think is only one out of ten


[28/08/15 20:28:01] Sterling D. Allan: I repeat what I said in my email. If you don't take those remedial actions, I will sue.

[28/08/15 20:28:19] Sterling D. Allan: I will report your video to YouTube, which will jeopardize your account for defamation.

[28/08/15 20:30:25] Mehran tavakoli: I release everything to YouTube they take you to court for using their system to stork girls. No I understand in above you wrote that your audience are women and girls are part of it.

[28/08/15 20:32:23] Mehran tavakoli: We will talk to YouTube on your behalf do not worry

[28/08/15 20:32:57] Mehran tavakoli: So now we see how do you get your victims

[28/08/15 20:33:05] Mehran tavakoli: Of your site


[28/08/15 20:35:34] Mehran tavakoli: Otherwise you got to be on the road whole day looking for victims and you are not. Are your children your victims too